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Abstract

Due to their high specific impulse, Oxygen/Hydrogen systems are often used to increase launcher performance and will probabl
to be the preferred option for the next decades. In order to get insight into complex processes involved in the combustion of such p
research efforts have been conducted in both France and Germany including theoretical and experimental activities. This article
recent progress achieved by research teams from both countries in high pressure Oxygen/Hydrogen (O2/H2) combustion systems. In Franc
the research program was conducted in the framework of the GDR group including Snecma Moteurs-Rocket Engine Division, Centr
d’Études Spatiales (CNES), Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) and ONERA. In Germany, research was condu
framework of the national technology program “TEKAN” involving universities, DLR and Astrium. A close cooperation between tea
made possible through a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on research on high pressure cryogenic combustion.

First, general design issues of liquid propellant engines are addressed, demonstrating a clear need for a new approach
development taking into account the complex chemical and physical processes in rocket engines. A brief description about the orga
the research programs is followed by a short presentation of the test facilities and the experimental setup’s in use. Examples of ex
as well as numerical achievements applying sophisticated optical diagnostic tools are discussed and finally, the paper summarise
achieved so far and addresses the questions still open.
 2003 Éditions scientifiques et médicales Elsevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Liquid propellant rocket systems have allowed the c
quest of space during the last decades. Advantages of l
systems are their high performance as compared to any
ventional chemical system and the fact that they are hig
controllable in terms of thrust modulation. Disadvanta
include complexity and development cost. Considerable
forts in terms of technology investments were necessar
reach a functional maturity for systematic use. The most
portant work was initiated in the early 1950s in the form
Soviet Union and the United States, followed later by Eur
and Asia. At that time, optical diagnostics, computing pow
and numerical methods were in their infancy. Therefore,
velopments were mainly based on experimental data, t
and-error approaches and rudimentary analysis tools ra
than on a development logic combining coherent experim
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tal and theoretical approaches. Since then, a great de
progress has been made in diagnostics, experimental m
computing power and computational fluid dynamics (CF
methods. Consequently, the design of propulsion syst
has evolved from a rudimentary science to a more sop
ticated art. Today, in the context of budget cuts and h
competition, the critical issue is how to build efficient, r
liable propulsion systems at a lower cost and in a short ti
To tackle these issues, a more coherent approach inclu
system studies, technology evaluation and research st
has to be involved.

This article deals with recent progress achieved at D
and ONERA on Oxygen/Hydrogen (O2/H2) combustion.
Indeed, due to its high specific impulse, the O2/H2 system
is often used to increase the launcher performance.
system will probably continue to be the preferred one
space propulsion for the next fifteen years. Before going
details on research activities on O2/H2, a brief summary on
combustion design issues and related physical process
given.
sevier SAS. All rights reserved.
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2. Combustion device design issues and related physical
processes

Combustion devices all have different operational ri
[27] specific to the application requirements. They are, h
ever, all sensitive to potential development problems s
as startup and shutdown transients, combustion instab
combustion chamber heat load and low performance.

2.1. Combustion instability

Combustion instabilities have long been recognized
critical issue in engine development. They result from
coupling between the combustion and the fluid dynamic
the system. Several types of instability have been obser
They are all characterized by chamber pressure oscillat
although the frequency and amplitude of these oscillat
and their external manifestations normally vary with the ty
of instability.

Combustion instabilities have been classified in two m
jor categories: high frequency instability (screaming) a
low frequency instability (chugging). High frequency i
stabilities result from a coupling between the combus
process and the chamber acoustics. They are the mos
structive kind of instability. Despite considerable effo
spent on this subject, combustion instability mechani
are not yet well explained. Methods for preventing comb
tion instability still rely on testing and the use of stabilizi
devices (baffles and/or acoustic cavities). Potential me
nisms of liquid-propellant combustion instability involve
coupling between chamber acoustics and one or more o
following processes: injection, atomization, droplet heat
vaporization, mixing and chemical kinetics. Nearly all
these processes have been studied experimentally or an
cally as potential driving mechanisms for combustion ins
bility. [19,45] Due to the lack of reliable predictive tool
industry continues to use semi-empirical correlations to
vestigate combustion stability of a liquid rocket engine. E
perimental validation of the engine stability requireme
is still needed. This leads to increased development
and long delays. Moreover, even for an oxygen/hydro
combustion device that is less sensitive to combustion
stability, compared to other propellant combination, baf
and/or acoustic cavities are still used to increase the stab
margin. This results in more complex technology, increa
weight, and increased cooling requirements. LOX/H2 sys-
tems are less sensitive to combustion instability compa
to storable propellant and LOX/Hydrocarbon systems. B
even if these systems have not experienced severe ins
ity problems, their stability has not been characterized o
a wide range of operating conditions. The instability ris
of such systems with increased performance and incre
operational range are not well known. Therefore, fundam
tal research on elementary processes occurring in a LOX2
combustion chamber is necessary, in order to get insight
.
,

-

i-

l-

the combustion instability phenomenon and to develop m
predictive analysis tools.

2.2. Combustion chamber heat load

Because of high combustion temperature and high
transfer rates from the hot gases to the chamber wall, ch
ber cooling is a major issue for long duration applicatio
These heat fluxes grow with the increasing chamber pres
needed for increasing performance, the latter being alwa
goal. Several techniques can be used, including regener
cooling, film cooling, dump cooling, transpiration coolin
ablative cooling and radiation cooling. Design of a reg
erative cooled chamber involves consideration of gas
coolant side heat transfer and wall structure requireme
The designer has to deal with several and sometimes
tradictory requirements, such as long life, light weight, l
cost, and high performance and reliability. For instance,
a given material, wall design considerations would sugg
reducing the chamber wall thickness to reduce the temp
ture difference between the inner coolant wall and the o
hot-gas wall for a given heat flux. However, wall thicknes
determined by structural requirements to accommodate p
sure and thermal stresses as well as by manufacturing f
bility limits.

Heat transfer analysis of regenerative cooled thrust ch
bers is one of the most important and challenging de
tasks. Wall temperature and heat flux predictions must
into account the hot-gas side heat transfer to the wall,
conduction through the wall and the transfer into the cool
The heat flux increases with operating pressure and rea
very high values at the throat, making the prediction
chamber life very sensitive to the accuracy of wall temp
ature evaluation [12]. If heat conduction in the wall a
coolant-side heat transfer can be predicted with suffic
confidence using experimental data and/or simplified to
(1-D models), gas-side heat prediction is much more
ficult, due to the extremely complex flow in the chamb
(high Reynolds number and thin boundary layer). The n
injector zone heat transfer analysis is even more com
due to 3-D effects and interaction between the flame
the wall. Improvements of the chamber heat load req
research on both the theoretical side, with improved ph
cal modeling (spray combustion, turbulence, boundary la
treatment) and the experimental side, with specific tests
model validation.

2.3. Performance

Every designer will recognize the importance of thr
chamber performance, because every second gaine
specific impulse is mass gained in payload. Thrust cham
performance is a function of the propellant combinat
and combustion efficiency, which itself depends strongly
the injector design, and nozzle performance. High lev
of combustion efficiency require uniform distribution at t
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desired mixture ratio, fine atomization and good mixing
propellants. Nozzle extension design has a large impac
performance for nozzles operating at sea level.

The state of the art of engine performance prediction is
ported in [10]. The method of performance prediction sta
with calculation of ideal performance (maximum theore
cal performance) and then the evaluation of all losses t
subtracted from the theoretical performance. Different ty
of losses due to deficiencies in energy-release caused b
complete vaporization and mixing and finite rate chemis
as well as losses due to friction and divergence can be
dressed. Predicting the energy heat-release related loss
very difficult task because of the very complex processes
take place in the combustion chamber and their interac
atomization, evaporation, turbulent combustion, etc. For
stance, the prediction of incomplete vaporization losses n
a reliable estimate of initial droplet size distribution, alo
with realistic vaporization models.

These phenomena have to be well understood and
trolled, not only for a reliable assessment of performa
and heat transfer analysis, but also to help the designer t
sess the effect of any change in either engine design (in
tor dimensions and spacing, for instance) or operating c
ditions (such as pressure or mixture ratio) on engine pe
mance and heat loads (for a combustion chamber) and
perature stratification (for a gas generator or preburner)

2.4. Transients

Transient phases such as startup and cut-off are cr
to the reliability and usage life of a rocket engine. To av
transient mode failure, the transient behavior of each
system has to be controlled and predicted. Temporal
lution of physical parameters such as temperature, pres
and mass flow rate, as well as ignition pressure peaks,
to be specified at the design level. Risks of unsafe trans
depend on the propellant type and the engine cycle. S
able propellants have the easiest transients as compar
LOX/H2 propellant systems because of the thermal chil
down constraints. As far as the engine cycle is concer
pressure fed systems are the easiest to start. Among
pump fed systems, the gas generator cycle has the sim
transients. The staged combustion and the expander cyc
the most complex to start. For the LOX/Hydrogen syste
chilling down, startup and ignition are very complex. Ana
sis of chilling down involves modeling of hydrogen flow
the cooling channels of the regenerative circuit. A relia
predictive tool has to deal with unsteady two-phase flow
transition from the sub- to supercritical regime of hydrog
flow. One issue in the analysis of such flows is the mod
ing of heat transfer coefficients in two-phase flow conditio
with transcritical hydrogen [20].

Analysis of startup and ignition are necessary to optim
startup sequences and to avoid hard or delayed ignition
to control mixture ratio evolution for devices without coo
ing (gas generator), etc. The flows in the regenerative cir
-

-
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-

-

l
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o
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and in the combustion chamber must be dealt with. M
eling includes unsteady two-phase flows and multi-spe
and chemical reacting flows. One important parameter in
startup transient is the ignition delay. Determination of t
parameter is still beyond reliable prediction and is still ba
on experience and experimental data. Prediction of igni
involves detailed modeling of O2/H2 chemistry at low pres
sure and low temperature and must also account for th
niter combustion products.

3. Need of a new approach to engine development

Any engine design which aims at fulfilling the requir
ments for performance, stability and engine life has to av
the operational risks described in the previous sections
has therefore to account for all the complex physical
chemical processes which take place during the operatio
such combusting devices. Moreover, in the context of bud
cuts and competition, the design engineers have to deve
reliable, high performance engine in a short time and at
cost.

To face these constraints, a new approach is needed
bining technological efforts, research investment, and co
eration between industry and research organisations. A
logic in combustion device development is needed in wh
CFD has to be more and more involved. Indeed, delays
be reduced by reducing the total number of qualifying te
to only the identified critical operational range of the co
bustion device and generally, by reducing development r
by improving the capabilities of predicting tools. Validat
tools developed through research efforts should not o
help to make the best choices in terms of design and tech
ogy and allow prediction of operational behavior of the co
bustion device, they will also be helpful in directing dev
opment tests, analyzing test results and reducing both q
fication and data analysis times, especially when a prob
is encountered during engine development.

4. High pressure cryogenic combustion – approach and
means

4.1. Organization

In the framework of high pressure cryogenic prop
lant rocket engines for current and future launchers, te
nological and research activities are being conducte
both France and Germany. Both research programs inv
agencies, industry, research laboratories and universitie
France, a Research Group involving four partners: Sne
Moteurs-Rocket Engine Division, Centre National d’Étud
Spatiales (CNES), Centre National de la Recherche
entifique (CNRS) and ONERA has been conducting
search activities on high pressure cryogenic combustion
ing coaxial injection. In Germany, the national techn
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ogy program “TEKAN” links basic research into combu
tion modeling from universities of Aachen, Heidelberg, a
Stuttgart and DLR’s own research and technology prog
in the field with Astrium’s more product oriented activitie

A close relationship exists between the two progra
through a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on
search on high pressure cryogenic combustion betw
France and Germany. In practice, research results
progress are systematically acquired together or excha
during colloquia and symposia. The objective of the resea
programs is to get insight into the main physical processe
be accounted for in designing new cryogenic propellant
tems or optimizing and consolidating existing ones. In pr
tice, calibrated physical models provided by research wil
implemented into CFD codes, which in turn will be impl
mented in the design and optimization loop of combus
devices. This ultimate objective of having validated tools
the development level requires efforts in three main ar
theoretical activitiesto provide models more suited to d
scribe processes involved in high pressure cryogenic c
bustion,experimental activitiesfor validation of such mod
els and also for code validation, andnumerical analysisin-
cluding code development and model implementation.

4.2. Physical processes involved in high pressure coaxi
combustion

Fig. 1 shows main elementary processes involved
single-element shear coaxial injector. High speed hydro
flow atomizes the low speed liquid-oxygen jet. Ligame
and droplets formed from this primary atomization unde
secondary atomization and evaporation. Oxidizer vapor
fuel undergo turbulent mixing and combustion. A flam
is anchored somewhere at the injector exit. Due to h
pressure and temperature encountered in such condi
only non-intrusive measurement methods may be u
(optical diagnostics methods) as shown in Fig. 1.
d

,

Some fundamental scientific questions arise when c
sidering the operation of such injectors. For a given ge
etry, chamber pressure and propellant mass flow rates
following questions have to be addressed:

– what models have to be developed to describe thes
ementary processes such as atomization, evapora
mixing and combustion under realistic operating con
tions of high pressure liquid rocket engines?

– what are the governing parameters that determine li
core length, initial droplet size and velocity distributio
and how does the presence of a liquid phase influe
evaporation, mixing and combustion?

– are there still droplets present although the environm
tal conditions with respect to liquid oxygen are sup
critical and surface tension vanishes?

– what is the influence of fluid property variations in ne
critical regions on propellant atomization and mixi
and how does the oxygen jet look like in such con
tions?

– does the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium
hold for evaporation modeling?

– what techniques of measuring reacting flows have to
developed or adapted to these conditions?

– has thermal non-equilibrium to be taken into acco
when predicting Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scat
ing (CARS) temperatures?

To answer these questions three cryogenic test facil
have been developed, Mascotte at ONERA in the Palai
center, M3 and P8 at DLR in the Lampoldshausen cente

4.3. The high pressure cryogenic test facilities

4.3.1. The M3 test facility
The M3 Micro combustor is a university type facili

for cryogenic hydrogen/oxygen atomization and combus
Fig. 1. Elementary processes involved in a high-pressure coaxial injection.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. The M3 micro combustor facility. (a) Sketch of M3 flow schematic. (b) View of rectangular combustion chamber.
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research. Its main features are a liquid nitrogen bath to h
propellant and injector temperatures of about 80 K, v
fast valves with operation times less than 5 ms to minim
startup and shutdown transients and full optical access t
entire combustion chamber. The combustion chamber h
cross section of 60× 60 mm2 and a length of 140 mm. In
Fig. 2(b) the triple injector arrangement can be seen.

4.3.2. The Mascotte test facility
Mascotte is an intermediate-range test bench betw

university laboratories, M3 and the P8 facility. Its develo
ment was achieved progressively, with increasing comp
ity. Three successive versions have been built:

– in the first version (V01), only low chamber pressu
(1 MPa) and hydrogen at room temperature were av
able;

– in the second version (V02), a heat exchanger
implemented in the hydrogen line in order to co
hydrogen down to 100 K, which is typically the injectio
temperature for the Vulcain engine thrust chamber. T
enables the increase of the maximum flow rate
gaseous hydrogen (increased density) at low pres
without choking the injector exit;

– the third version (V03) aims at high pressures (10 M
in the combustor and at increasing the maximum L
flow rate from 100 g s−1 to 400 g s−1. It is by far the
most critical version, for a research test bench, with
gard to the complexity of the bench components,
combustor technology and the computing and moni
ing systems.

Mascotte operating range.The maximum chamber pre
sure with versions V01 and V02 was 1 MPa. V03 will perm
operation at 10 MPa in the combustion chamber. Prese
the limiting factors are the technological issues associ
with the design of a high pressure combustor. The avail
mass flow rate ranges of Mascotte V03 are 40 to 400 g s−1 of
liquid oxygen at 85 K and 5 to 75 g s−1 of gaseous hydroge
at room temperature or 100 K.

Mascotte combustors.A low pressure combustor (V01 an
V02) was designed and extensively fired at pressure
to 1 MPa. This combustor had to meet two main des
requirements, to allow optical access for diagnostics
long duration runs (30 s). It is a 50 mm square duct, m
of stainless steel and fitted with 4 fused silica windo
for optical diagnostics (Fig. 3(a)). The two lateral windo
are 100 mm long and 50 mm high for visualization. Th
internal face is cooled by means of a helium film. The up
and lower windows, for longitudinal laser sheet entrance
exit, are 100 mm long and 10 mm wide. The combus
is made up of interchangeable modules, which enables
investigation of the whole flow field by mounting the optic
module at different longitudinal locations.

For the high pressure combustor the two main ultim
functional design requirements were: allow optical acc
and sufficiently long duration runs (15 s) at maximum cha
ber pressure (10 MPa). As a first step, a new combustor
designed for operation at pressures as high as 6 MPa.
high pressure combustor is shown in Fig. 3(b). Similarly
the low pressure combustor, it is made of interchange
metallic modules and of a visualization module fitted w
four identical fused silica windows cooled with a Heliu
film.

Mascotte operating conditions.As already discussed i
Fig. 1, cryogenic propellant combustion involves a vari
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The Mascotte combustors. (a) The 1 MPa combustor in operation. (b) The high pressure combustor.

Table 1
Mascotte operating points

Point Pressure O2 mass flow H2 mass Momentum flux O2/H2 mixture
[MPa] [g s−1] flow [g s−1] ratio J ratio R

A 0.1 50 15.0 13.4 3.3
C 0.1 50 10.0 6.3 5.0
A10 1.0 50 23.7 14.5 2.1
C10 1.0 50 15.8 6.5 3.2
A30 3.0 50 25 15.5 2.0
C30 2.8 54 17 6.6 3.2
A60 6.7 100 75 16.1 1.3
C60 5.6 100 40 5.5 2.5
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of coupled physical and chemical processes. While th
processes are closely coupled one may sort out s
controlling factors. It is first concluded from experimen
on atomization in coaxial jets by Hopfinger and Lashe
[26] that the jet break-up is sensitive to the gas to liq
momentum flux ratioJ and that the droplet size is set b
the relative Weber numberWewhich compares aerodynam
forces to surface tension.

J = ρgV 2
g

ρlV
2
l

, We= ρg(Vg − Vl)
2dl

σ
.

The Reynolds numbers of gaseous hydrogen and li
oxygen define the initial states of flow. If these numbers
sufficiently large the two propellant streams are turbu
and the breakup of the liquid jet depends mainly on
momentum flux ratioJ . This ratio controls the strippin
of the liquid core and sets the core length. Studies carr
out by Hopfinger and Villermaux [41] indicate that the co
length is inversely proportional toJ 1/2. The size of the
droplets formed by the primary and secondary atomiza
is then determined to a great extent by the Weber numb

As far as similarity conditions between low and hi
pressure operation of shear-coaxial injectors are conce
this J number has been kept approximately constant w
operating Mascotte at different chamber pressures unde
,

t

conditions and in cold flow tests using gases (Helium
Argon) at atmospheric pressure. Of course, keepingJ to
a constant value when operating at different pressures
result in a change of the mixture ratioR. Table 1 gives,
for each operating point, the chamber pressure, the m
flow rate of each propellant, the momentum ratioJ , and the
mixture ratioR.

4.3.3. The P8 test facility
The P8, located at the DLR site Lampoldshausen, is

French/German facility for high pressure hydrogen/oxy
combustion research and technology. In a joint effort
agencies, research laboratories and industries both
France and Germany, the facility was built in the 199
and is since 1995 jointly used by the partners and oper
by DLR. To adjust the capabilities of the bench to the u
needs, the facility has been equipped with additional syst
such as high pressure nitrogen and helium purge line
high pressure hydrogen cooling line, and only recently w
a high pressure liquid hydrogen system.

P8 operating domains and features.The facility is capable
of operating under a wide range of conditions with reg
to propellant and coolant mass flow rates and pressur
the interface to the model combustion chambers. Altho
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Fig. 4. Model combustor C at P8.

Fig. 5. Pressure and mass flow rate domains of DLR and ONERA cryogenic combustion facilities.
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single injector testing is also possible at the lower end of
mass flow rate and pressure domain, the P8 certainly
at research and technology testing at operating condit
similar to real rocket engines but sub-scale mass fl
rates. High pressure mass flow regulation valves, equip
with roller spindles and actuators, facilitate adjustm
of mass flows with a precision of 1% and also allo
for quick changes in mass flows. In this way, differe
operating points can be adjusted during one test and
the overall number of tests can be reduced. Features
as test duration of up to 15 seconds at maximum m
flow rates, possibility for cooling the hydrogen to t
temperature of liquid nitrogen using a GH2/LN2 cooler,
active hydrogen temperature control through mixing
pre-cooled and ambient GH2, high precision closed loo
h

mass flow control valves, possibility of optical diagnos
technique applications via available coolants and diagno
rooms adjacent to the test cells and a high test cad
(100 test days per year) due to two identical test cells s
the capabilities of this unique facility; for more detail
information about the current status of P8, see [16].

Model combustor C. Model combustor C with optica
access has a modular design which allows to change
axial position of the windows. Thus flow phenomena c
be observed from the injector plane to 0.43 m downstream
This combustor is designed for chamber pressures u
10 MPa, see Fig. 4. The windows are protected from the
gases by a hydrogen purge flow which also simulates
influence of neighboring injector elements. The dimensi
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of the combustor and injector are as follows: length 0.5
diameter 50 mm, throat diameter 16.8 mm, injector diam
6.5 mm, LOX diameter 4 mm, LOX post width 0.3 mm, a
width of coolant flow, 1.0 mm.

4.3.4. Complementarity of European test facilities
One of the major aims of the French/German MoU sig

in 1995 on the occasion of the P8 inauguration was
identify common scientific and technological problems a
to define a joint complementary research strategy in o
to enlarge the scientific outcome by taking advantage
synergetic effects. Increasing complexity of laser-opt
diagnostic techniques and high operating cost of facili
such as P8 make it almost mandatory to develop s
techniques and check their applicability and performanc
both, less demanding and less costly, conditions. Hence
complementary design in terms of pressure and mass
rate levels of the cryogenic combustion facilities at D
Lampoldshausen and ONERA Palaiseau as shown in Fi
is an outcome of the European spirit behind this MoU.

5. High pressure cryogenic combustion – examples of
experimental achievements

Various test campaigns have been performed using
ONERA (Mascotte) and DLR (M3 and P8) benches
9,13–18,21–24,28,29,31–34,37–40,42–44] described ab
This section gives some examples of experimental achi
ments on LOX/Hydrogen combustion.

5.1. Cold flow injection and atomization

To determine differences in the atomization pattern
tween cold and hot flow conditions a couple of prelimina
tests were performed at the M3 Micro Combustor apply
a standard shadowgraph setup. The atomization patter
a liquid oxygen jet from a shear coaxial injector fed w
gaseous hydrogen and liquid oxygen at 80 K into the ch
ber at 0.14 MPa are shown in Fig. 6(a) for the cold case
,

.

f

in 6(b) for the burning case. The initial diameter of the l
uid oxygen jet at the entrance to the combustor is 1.2
with a momentum flux ratio of 0.1 and a velocity ratio
hydrogen/oxygen of about 17.

5.2. Spray combustion diagnostics

Experimental investigations have been performed to s
injection and atomization under hot fire conditions.
breakup and atomization were studied qualitatively
quantitatively on Mascotte and M3, using high speed v
alization, Phase Doppler Anemometry and Particle Imag
Velocimetry.

5.2.1. Visualization and phase doppler anemometry
To investigate jet breakup and atomization, a test c

paign was achieved under hot conditions, at 0.1 and 1 M
on the Mascotte facility. First, to provide preliminary i
formation on the fluid dynamics of the LOX core breaki
process, a visualization technique using a stroboscopic
sheet associated with a high speed camera (2000 fram/s)
was used. After those initial visualizations, droplet size
velocity measurements were performed by means of a P
Doppler Particle Analyzer (PDPA) with one component
velocity.

The visualization phase was aimed at providing prel
inary information of the LOX core breakup process and
localizing the atomization zone. Four operating conditi
have been investigated during this test campaign, nam
points A, C, A10 and C10 of Table 1. Two kinds of im
ages were recorded during these visualization tests. F
phenomena were recorded without any filter to reject the
minous flame light (Fig. 7). Those images permitted to
the structures of both the luminous flame and the liquid
side the reaction zone. In a second configuration, a band
filter, centered at the wavelength of the laser beam aro
510 nm, was fitted in front of the camera lens. In this c
figuration only the scattered light of the liquid structure w
visualized (Fig. 8).

A first analysis of the recorded movies permitted to d
tinguish between dense and dilute spray regions, were P
.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Shear coax atomization pattern;TGH2 = TLOX = 80 K, P = 0.14 MPa,DLOX = 1.2 mm, J = 0.1. (a) M3 Combustor atomization cold flow
(b) M3 combustor atomization with combustion.
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Fig. 7. Visualization of liquid jet and surrounding flame.

Fig. 8. Visualization of liquid structure alone.

measurements could be achieved. This result was usef
establish a test plan for further spray characterization.
other interesting information was the comparison betw
results at 0.1 and 1 MPa. At 1 MPa the flame emiss
was clearly detectable in the near blue spectral region w
it was not at atmospheric pressure. This technique
vides a qualitative idea on the secondary atomization pro
(breakup of a ligament or drop into small droplets), by c
sidering a sequence of images of a given zone of the jet

After the flow visualization tests, PDPA measureme
were performed. More than 100 tests were carried ou
atmospheric pressure, for the operating points point A an
Seven radial profiles have been explored along the flow a
and as close as possible to the LOX post tip. Those pro
ranged fromx/d = 4 (whered stands for the LOX pos
inner diameter) out of the axis because of the presenc
the LOX core, untilx/d = 36. An additional measureme
was performed downstream of the combustion chamber
at x/d = 72.4, which showed the presence of LOX dropl
at a relatively large distance from the injector. Only t
radial profiles have been obtained at 1 MPa, one very clo
the coaxial injector, withx/d = 4 and another atx/d = 16.
Here, like at atmospheric pressure, a measurement ou
of the combustion chamber, after the throat, showed tha
droplet existed at a distance ofx/d = 83.6.

The PDPA measurements at atmospheric pressure a
with high speed visualisations allowed to get a relatively
tailed description of the spray pattern as shown in Fig
However this “artistic drawing” is only a mean represe
tation of all the spray phenomena inside the combus
chamber, which looks very different from instantaneo
pictures obtained by visualization with a time resolut
of 40 ns.

5.2.2. Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV)
PTV is an optical method based on the more comm

Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) to measure the instan
neous velocity field using the atomizing liquid as tracer.
though oxygen is only present in specific regions of the c
bustion chamber, the knowledge of both position and ve
ity of the liquid droplets gives a more detailed insight in
the combustion chamber flow field. A comparison of the
cal velocities with the initial velocity of the liquid jet helps
qualify the aerodynamic forces on the liquid. An example
a typical PTV result presenting the velocity field inside
combustion chamber at a pressure of 0.5 MPa is given h
for more details see [18,37]. Fig. 10 shows the instantan
velocity field of a triple coaxial injector arrangement i
side the M3 micro combustor with a momentum flux ratioJ

of 0.2 and a velocity ratio of hydrogen to oxygen 11.4. T
initial LOX diameter is 1 mm, with a total injector diamet
of 3.6 mm. The distances between the injectors and betw
the outer injectors and the walls are equal. Fig. 10 comb
8 single pictures from different experiments taken at diff
Fig. 9. Qualitative description of the mean structure of the spray (0.1 MPa).
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Fig. 10. M3 micro combustor triple injector flow field at 0.5 MPa andJ = 0.2.

Fig. 11. Typical instantaneous images of OH emission.
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ent axial and radial positions. As known from flow visu
ization experiments, in the near injector region the spre
ing angle of the spray is small. Hence, there are no tr
particles present for velocity determination. Furthermore
the dense spray areas the signal-to-noise ratio is too
for a successful droplet validation algorithm. Neverthele
a comparison of similar PTV results taken at different inj
tion conditions or combustion chamber pressures gives s
useful insight into the atomization and mixing mechanis
in cryogenic spray combustion.

5.3. Turbulent combustion diagnostics

5.3.1. OH radical imaging
A great amount of literature has been devoted to cr

genic flame investigations at the Mascotte facility see [6,
13–15,17,21–23,29,31–33,38–40,42–44] and the GDR
thesis colloquium proceedings (Ref. [11]). They provide
large data base of images under varied operating condit
Examples of OH imaging are shown in Figs. 11–13. Em
sion of OH radicals is used to locate regions of intense c
r

.

bustion. Fig. 11 shows an example of OH emission ima
The injector geometry is also displayed in the figure. I
important to remember that the signal detected by the c
era is integrated over the line of sight and it is therefore
possible to determine the precise nature of the patterns
pearing in these pictures. It is however clear that radia
from OH starts right at the injector lips. The reactive laye
nearly cylindrical initially and expands further downstrea
The boundary of emission images moves away from the
and the flame fills the central portion of the chamber.

Laser Induced Fluorescence images (Fig. 12) show s
distinct features. The LIF signal is already quite strong at
injector and the level does not change notably downstre
A highly corrugated layer of intense fluorescence is obse
in the lower part of the picture while the upper trace
LIF fades out. The signal does not quite vanish in the L
core indicating that some parasitic signal (probably Ram
scattering at 296 nm) is also detected by the camera.
presence or absence of LIF signals on the upper side o
chamber may be interpreted by considering the quality
LOX core disintegration and atomization. If this process
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Fig. 12. Typical OH LIF image (the laser sheet is transmitted into the combustor from below).

Fig. 13. Average emission image (a) and Abel transformed emission image (b) – (point A, 1 MPa) (Ref. [8]).

Fig. 14. Instantaneous images of triple injector flames at M3 micro combustor.
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delayed, the laser sheet crosses the LOX jet without m
distortion and produces OH fluorescence. This is the c
in the injector vicinity. If the jet breaks up and produc
a dense spray of droplets, the beam is scattered effect
and cannot produce fluorescence from the upper flame s
This explains why the LIF signal is in general much stron
in the lower side of the chamber which is illuminated by
unperturbed laser sheet. This general picture is confir
by the data deduced from the Abel transformed aver
emission images. Fig. 13 gives the averaged OH emis
and the corresponding transformed image for opera
condition A at 1 MPa (very similar features are observ
t.

for point C). Similar results of OH emission were obtain
at high pressure.

In parallel to PTV reported in Section 5.2.2 whi
yielded location and velocities of the liquid, the spontane
OH-emission of the triple injector flame was recorded to
additionally to the spray pattern information about the
teraction of the flames. Fig. 14 shows 2 images taken f
the same test at a frequency of 25 Hz and 10−6 s exposure
time for a combustion pressure of 0.33 MPa and a mom
tum flux ratio of 0.3. Each individual image shows the en
combustion chamber length. Although not clearly visible
these images but similar to all our experiments, each of th
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flames is anchored directly at the exit of the injector. Th
thin flames around the LOX core grow with axial distan
and merge only downstream. The inner flame is slightly th
ner than the outer ones which might be due to the recirc
tion flow at the top and the bottom of the chamber.

5.3.2. H2O emission spectroscopy
Besides the typical OH spectroscopy it is also possibl

use the spontaneous emission of the H2O to characterize th
flame area since water is product of the reaction. An exam
of a typical result for supercritical spray combustion is p
sented in Fig. 15. The operating conditions are as follo
combustion chamber pressure 6.0 MPa and injection ve
ities of hydrogen and oxygen of 207 m s−1 and 20 m s−1,
respectively. These pictures have been recorded using a
tensified CCD camera with an exposure time of 1× 10−6 s.
The two instantaneous images show the near injector re
with a time delay of 20 ms. It can clearly be seen that
product steam is already present directly at the exit of
injector, a finding which is in agreement with OH imag
taken during similar experiments.

5.3.3. Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS)
Studies carried out during the last decade indicate

broadband Coherent Anti-Stokes Raman Spectrosc
(CARS) has the appropriate temporal and spatial resolut
for measurements in turbulent combustion systems.
technique was used in the past to measure gas temperat
various fields (hypersonic flows, plasma,. . . ) and extended
to cryogenic flames. The principle of the method is su
marized in Ref. [42]. This method allows to determine
stantaneous gas temperature and, in some conditions sp
concentrations from single CARS shot. In a first step, te
perature measurements have been obtained by ONER
low pressure (0.1 and 1 MPa), using a single CARS se
to probe the H2 molecule. In a second step two CARS sy
tems were used simultaneously, to probe both H2 (ONERA
CARS system) and H2O (DLR CARS system) molecules
During these joint CARS campaigns, measurements w
performed in a wide range of operating pressures (from
to 6.5 MPa).
-

in

s,

t

Temperature measurements at low pressure.CARS mea-
surements were performed in the four experimental co
tions previously investigated during the LIF campaign,
ing the H2-CARS system. The latter comprises a frequen
doubled injection-seeded Nd:YAG laser and a broadb
dye laser that generates the pump and the Stokes beam
quired for the multiplex CARS measurements. The H2O-
CARS system consists of a broadband dye laser pumpe
a multi-mode Nd:YAG laser.

At atmospheric pressure, measurements were carrie
at four axial locations from the injector exit (between
and 250 mm) by placing the combustor modules with
without optical ports as necessary. In each axial section
measurement points are located between the input win
and the injector axis in order to reduce the disturban
affecting the beams before they reach the probe volume
ensemble of 150 instantaneous temperature measurem
were recorded during each run with an uncertainty of 50
100 K which is 5 to 10 times more than the value obtain
during the preliminary demonstration experiment achie
in a mixture of H2 and Ar at rest. However the temperatu
fluctuations induced by turbulent combustion exceed by
this uncertainty. The measurements also show no eviden
a mean temperature evolution during the run, indicating
the process is stationary and that it may be characterize
histograms, mean values and standard deviations.

Thus, Fig. 16 shows typical data obtained at different
cations displayed with a temperature step of 100 K match
the apparatus uncertainty. The temperature distributions
play the degree of burnout which depends primarily on
mixing of H2 and O2. Depending on the measurement loc
tion, the validation percentage, defined as the ratio betw
the number of spectra successfully processed and the
number of laser pulses, ranges between 0 and 100%.
processing fails when the experimental signals are too w
reflecting either low instantaneous H2 mole fraction within
the probe volume or imperfect beam crossing due to la
refractive index gradients present in the chamber.

Fig. 17(a) shows mean temperature and standard d
ation. As we move downstream, the mean temperature
creases while the standard deviation decreases slightly w
the excess of H2 is reduced (condition C). Results show th
the combustion is not complete atx = 250 mm when the
Fig. 15. Typical H2O emission images of the near injector region in P8 model combustor C at 6 MPa.
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0.1 MPa.
Fig. 16. CARS temperature measurements: time evolution and histograms for single-shot spectra. Operating point C at 0.1 MPa.

(a) (b)

Fig. 17. Mean temperature (squares) and standard deviation (circles) for points A (black) and C (open symbols). (a) Conditions A and C,
(b) Conditions A and C, 1 MPa.
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low
combustor operates at atmospheric pressure, which is
firmed by the fact that LOX droplets detected by the PD
leave the combustor. At a pressure of 1 MPa, measurem
were performed at sections located between 10 and 410
from the injector exit. Fig. 17(b) shows the radial profi
of the mean temperature and its standard deviation clo
the injector. No CARS signal is detected atr = 0 mm in-
dicating that hydrogen is never present in the liquid oxy
-

s

core flow. The mean temperature increases with radial
tance reaching 600 K atr = 20 mm (condition C10). This re
sult indicates that hot gases formed downstream recircu
in this region. The temperature is slightly lower (by abo
50 K) for operating condition A10. The temperature st
dard deviation decreases with the radial distance from 12
at r = 5 mm to 70 K atr = 20 mm while the validation
percentage increases. The high validation rate and the
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Fig. 18. Radial distribution of temperature and H2O mole fraction, condition A, 0.1 MPa.
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standard deviation mean that the recirculation zone is r
tively homogeneous. In contrast, the low validation perce
age and the large temperature standard deviation record
r = 5 mm show the presence of a zone where the H2 mole
fraction and temperature fluctuate, demonstrating the p
ence of an unsteady mixing layer between the inner oxy
jet and the surrounding hydrogen flow.

Temperature measurements at high pressure.First cam-
paigns using the H2-CARS system and described in the p
vious section have demonstrated feasibility of the metho
cryogenic flames and provided useful results. However,
gas temperature cannot be determined when H2 signal is lost
due to the absence of H2 molecules in the probe volume o
due to beam steering. In order to solve this problem, a se
of joint DLR/ONERA CARS campaigns were decided u
ing two CARS systems, the DLR one aimed at probing
H2O molecule and the ONERA one the H2 molecule. Use
of a two-CARS setup is interesting because it allows als
avoid biasing when one of the two molecules is not prese
sufficient amount in the probe volume. Another advantag
that it allows to measure H2O concentrations which is a us
ful information on linewidth broadening of the H2-CARS
system.

A first joint campaign was performed and was ess
tially dedicated to CARS measurements at 0.1 MPa.
two CARS systems were operated simultaneously. The
laser pulses were synchronized with a delay of 300 ns
a temporal jitter of 100 ns. A planar BOXCARS arrang
ment is used on the H2-CARS system in which referenc
ing is applied systematically. For the H2O-CARS system
a USED-CARS beam geometry is used. All the bea
were then combined and focused in the combustion ch
ber using a 200 mm focal length achromat yielding a t
ical 1.2 mm long, 100 µm diameter, probe volume. F
each species, an analytical procedure has been deve
and employed to reduce CARS spectra to useful tem
ature despite the unknown composition of the probe
ume. A library of pre-calculated theoretical spectra w
generated at 50 K increments over a range encomp
ing the expected flame temperature. Libraries were ge
t

d

-

ated for different molar fractions of H2 and H2O in or-
der to characterize the effect of the linewidths on the
sulting CARS spectral shape. Temperatures were obta
by comparing the experimental spectra to the theoretica
brary spectra using a weighted-least squares fitting pr
dure.

Fig. 18 shows an example of results, it displays ra
distribution of temperature and H2O mole fraction with an
indication of validation, for condition A far from the injec
tor exit. Near the combustor axis, there is a discrepancy
tween the two measurements and validation is low. Mov
from the axis to the wall, validation increases for both s
tems and agreement is more satisfactory. It should be n
also that standard deviation is quite large indicating a hig
turbulent flow. Disagreement between the two methods
the axis is not yet well understood, it may be attribu
for the moment to collisional processes of both molecu
(H2 and H2O) with liquid oxygen which is still present a
this distance.

After this first joint campaign which has demonstrated
feasibility of simultaneous measurements of gas tempera
and allowed to solve several issues related to the operati
such complex diagnostics, a second joint campaign was
formed. The aim of this second campaign was to investi
the flow field at high pressure. Measurements were ta
at 1.3 and 6.5 MPa. Fig. 19 shows an example of res
It displays the radial temperature profiles deduced from
analysis of both H2 and H2O CARS spectra, for the opera
ing point C at two pressures, 3 MPa and 6 MPa. For e
condition, an ensemble of 75 instantaneous measurem
were recorded during each run of the combustor.

Agreement between the temperature profiles dedu
from the H2 and the H2O CARS spectra, in terms o
the mean temperature and standard deviation, is exce
The high validation rates demonstrate the feasibility
CARS measurements in those severe conditions, eve
supercritical pressures. These results are very encoura
Beyond the fact that they demonstrate the feasibility
CARS measurements in high pressure cryogenic flam
which was a challenging task and that they are uniq
they provide a database for model and code validation
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(a) (b)

Fig. 19. CARS temperature measurements at high pressure using H2 and H2O molecules. (a) Operating point C30. (b) Operating point C60.
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complete these data, a test series at 6 MPa is schedu
the P8 facility.

6. High pressure cryogenic combustion – examples of
numerical and modelling results

From the various numerical results available today, o
two examples are given here in some detail. While
first example shows the simulation of a 0.5 MPa sp
combustion at M3, the second gives the results obta
for the 1.0 MPa Mascotte spray combustion case. Prio
a description of these examples, the main features of
different CFD tools are given.

6.1. M3 Cryogenic spray combustion simulations

A dilute spray is considered that is injected into a tur
lent gaseous hydrogen stream where the inlet tempera
are cryogenic. The model includes a Eulerian descrip
of the gas phase and Lagrangian equations for the d
spray. Thek−ε turbulence model is employed where a
ditional terms account for the spray interaction. Chem
t

s

reactions are described through a flamelet model for tu
lent spray diffusion flames. The conservation equation
the mixture fraction and its variance also account for m
gain through vaporization, for details see [24,25]. Conv
tive heating and vaporization is described through a mo
by Abramzon and Sirignano [1]. The equation for drop
motion accounts for turbulent fluctuations; the spray d
tribution is described through the discrete droplet mo
see [2,36]. Gas phase characteristics in the cryogenic
perature regime are taken from JSME tables [30]. Furt
more, the pressure and temperature dependence of th
porization rate and of the binary equilibrium compositi
at the gas/liquid interface is included, see [46]. An exa
ple of the computational results achieved so far is give
Fig. 20(a), (b) which shows some characteristics of the
uid phase. For a combustion chamber pressure of 0.5
and a position of 104 mm downstream of the injector f
plate Fig. 20(a) and (b) display radial profiles of me
sured and predicted axial droplet velocities and Sauter m
radii, respectively. The comparison shows that the ag
ment for both, droplet velocities and radii is quite exc
lent.
s.
(a) (b)

Fig. 20. Experimental and computational results from M3:P = 0.5 MPa, downstream position ofx = 104 mm. (a) Comparison of axial droplet velocitie
(b) Comparison of Sauter mean radii.
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6.2. MASCOTTE spray combustion simulations

The 1.0 MPa Mascotte flow field analysis was perform
using the ONERA MSD code dedicated to propulsion s
tems. The MSD code solves the unsteady, three-dimensi
Reynolds-Averaged, Navier–Stokes equations, for a m
ture of perfect gases. Discretization is based on finite
ume techniques on curvilinear structured grids. The time
tegration can be either explicit, then a predictor-corre
scheme is used, or implicit with first or second-order
curacy. The implicit algorithm uses a classical ADI (A
ternate Direction Implicit) factorisation. The spatial d
cretization scheme is second-order accurate. The E

Fig. 21. Temperature field and streamlines – CLE model. Droplet
D = 82 µm.
l,

fluxes are evaluated through a “Flux Difference Splittin
TVD scheme. For spray analysis, two solvers are av
able in the code: an Eulerian solver and a Lagrang
solver.

In the present case, simulations were performed u
the Lagrangian solver. Droplets are tracked in the turbu
flow and a two-way coupling between the liquid phase
the gas phase is performed. Only one group of drop
was considered in the computations. Gas phase turbu
is computed with thek−ε turbulence model. The turbulen
dispersion is treated by the Gossman and Ionnides E
Life Time dispersion model with an additional spat
decorrelation criterion [3] to better account for cross
trajectory effect. Vaporization is computed with the stand
“D2” model with Ranz–Marshall correction to account f
convection around the droplet. Combustion was descr
using the CLE model which is a turbulent combust
model assuming an infinitely fast single scalar chemi
with a β-function pdf and a thermodynamical equilibriu
limitation.

Fig. 21 shows temperature field and streamlines wh
the recirculation zone can be observed. Fig. 22 show
example of comparison of computed temperature pro
with experimental data obtained by means of the CA
technique. The figure displays axial profiles at two rad
locations (10 and 15 mm). The number on the experime
data (Fig. 22) represents the validation rate which is the r
of the number of CARS signals successfully processed to
total number of laser shots acquired during a Mascotte
The interval that bounds the experimental data represent
standard deviation. For more details see [35]. The agree
between experiments and computations is very good.
Fig. 22. Temperature axial profiles – comparison of computations and experimental data at two radial locations in the combustor (y = 100 mm andy = 15 mm).
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7. Conclusion and outlook

European research activities on high pressure cryog
combustion have been discussed. They are aimed at ge
insight into complex processes involved in liquid rock
combustion, improving modeling and simulation tools. T
main objective is to provide European industry with efficie
tools to design high performance and reliable engin
A strong cooperation has been set between France
Germany on cryogenic combustion. After more than fi
years of this cooperation we are now in a position to ans
some of the questions raised in Section 4.2 of this paper
know not even better the advantages and shortcoming
state-of-the art CFD tools when they are applied to probl
of cryogenic liquid rocket engines, we have even been
to improve those tools incorporating experimental res
obtained in the frame of the cooperation.

• The experimental data indicate clearly that typi
H2/LOX flames are directly anchored at the tip of t
LOX post in contrast to what is generally observed
hydrocarbon flames which are lifted-off. This findin
has been verified for a hydrogen temperatures ran
from ambient down to 80 K. Nevertheless, we are
sure if the LOX post tip flame anchoring holds also
hydrogen temperatures below 80 K. Hydrogen inject
temperatures which are typical for gas generators o
the startup transient of the upcoming upper stage VIN
motor, an expander cycle engine.

• The general structure of the flame can now be chara
ized as a thin sheath around the liquid or dense gas
oxygen where hardly ever liquid ligaments or dropl
cross this boundary.

• The length of the liquid core has been determined fo
large variety of operating conditions and, based on th
observation, an empirical correlation has been deriv
Although we know that the dense core length decrea
with increasing pressure, a detailed description is
missing.

• A considerable increase in knowledge about near-cri
jet spreading and mixing can be stated. Heat tran
to fluids near their critical pressure yields an incre
in specific volume and not in temperature, a pheno
enon which may be described as “quasi-boiling”. N
ertheless, the experimental results obtained so fa
not yet allow a final conclusion about the influence
this iso-thermal expansion on local transport and m
ing processes.

Federated efforts of many groups and competencie
lowed to achieve an important progress in both the ap
cation of sophisticated optical diagnostic techniques to
rather severe operating conditions of high pressure hy
gen/oxygen combustion and in the advancement of the
oretical models for interpretation of these highly non-lin
signals. The data base available now has led to conside
g

f

s

e

improvements in modeling of identified dominating phy
cal phenomena as well as their incorporation in CFD-ba
design tools for cryogenic liquid rocket engines. Althou
the progress in knowledge and improved tools has given
rope a leading position in the field of cryogenic comb
tion, we are still far from having answers and solutions to
questions and problems. Despite of all the efforts and ta
into account the encouraging achievements made up to
a non-negligible progress is still needed. For instance,
spite efforts spent so far, no satisfactory atomisation mod
available to describe in detail shear-coaxial jet breakup. T
topic is even more critical because droplets data (drop
and velocity distributions) are boundary conditions for sp
numerical simulations. At high pressures i.e. above the o
gen critical pressure, more data are still needed to chara
ize cryogenic flames and to calibrate CFD tools. Finally
the framework of new European development programs
expendable and future reusable launchers, other issues
such as ignition, high frequency combustion instability, a
combustion of alternative propellants. The European co
eration will be extended and enhanced through these
topics of common interest.
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